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Preface

When Arte Público Press approached me about reprinting es-
says I’d published throughout my career as an historian and as-
piring creative writer, I hesitated because the early articles
seemed dated. I realized, however, that a book such as this pro-
vides a map of one’s evolution. The selected works in this col-
lection begin with recently published prose poems that expand
upon my notion of “sitio y lengua,” site and discourse, a concept
I proposed in the essay, “Sexuality and Discourse: Notes from a
Chicana Survivor,” in 1991. It was no coincidence that the idea
came to me as I sat at my kitchen table in Houston having just re-
turned from completing graduate school in California. Back in
Texas, I felt immersed in familiar sights, sounds, tastes and
smells. I became acutely aware of how much the space had im-
printed my writing and as a result these simple words in Spanish,
“sitio y lengua,” emerged as an interpretive tool. I’m pleased the
term has been taken up and popularized even if I may not agree
with everything I claimed in that early piece. Still, I do think
“sitio y lengua” honors sites we inhabit within our communities
and acknowledges methods of communication, whether through
food, or music, or poetry, all of which can inspire us to create
new language that illuminates our past and present. 

After graduate school, I was fortunate to land a job on the
US-Mexico border at the University of Texas, El Paso. Living on
the border from 1990 to 2003 guided many of the essays in sec-
tion two. It was there that I began to imagine the queering of
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space and the decoloniality of language, which for me meant ask-
ing, how can we uncover the lives of those deemed invisible and
how do we decolonize our minds? Those of us trained in the
1970s and 1980s were already posing questions to rectify the era-
sure of our stories and the neglect of our voices. We became de-
termined to fill gaps and silences. In the mid-90s when queer
studies transpired and facilitated the “queering” of bodies and
documents, I wrote “Queering the Borderlands” to make a plea
for locating the silences and gaps in methods often not legiti-
mated in the academy. 

By 1990 when I was writing drafts of The Decolonial Imag-
inary, I hadn’t read tracts on the decolonial as theory or practice,
other than Franz Fanon and Gloria Anzaldúa. The current de-
colonial school of thought had not yet developed as it has in the
twenty-first century. I had come across the term, decolonial, in an
interview of postcolonial theorist Gayatri Spivak, who refers to
herself as a decolonial scholar, making the argument that de-
coloniality is a process. I studied postcolonial theory the summer
of 1993 at the School of Criticism and Theory, and I realized Chi-
canx colonial history was not at the stage of “post” colonial. In-
stead, Chicanx, Latinx and Indigenous populations in the US live
inside an ongoing process of decolonization. This means eradi-
cating the colonial socioeconomic conditions in which we have
found ourselves since the colonization of the North American
continent in the 16th and 19th centuries. For me, the process com-
mences with freeing the mind from our colonialist, patriarchal
mindset. I coined “decolonial imaginary” to scrutinize how we in-
terpret the world and to argue that we must look inside ourselves
to dismantle oppressive ways of being. I continue to think of the
decolonial imaginary as a deconstructive, interpretive tool—not
to be confused with the tangible outcome of the decolonial proj-
ect, meaning land. It’s important to note that for Indigenous na-
tions, the process of decolonization is meant to restore land. 
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In the last essay under the title, “The Decolonial Imaginary
Revisited,” I attempt to move beyond the decolonial turn to em-
phasize once again the import of the imaginary to discuss some-
thing I refer to as “the will to feel.” In the article, I turn to the
possibility of personal and collective transformations if we are
willing to recognize who we have become and who we are be-
coming because of and despite historical and psychic trauma. In
other words, the dictum, “feel your feelings to get to the heal-
ing,” articulates the will to feel beyond the flesh and into the psy-
chic terrain that Anzaldúa had already been traversing.  

I have been fortunate to belong to a cohort of scholars and
writers who temper our writings with our voices, our experiences
and our feelings. We proclaim a phenomenology of self, a per-
spective grounded in personal and collective experiences from
geographic, virtual and psychic locations—all this and more have
shaped this collection. I’m indebted to Arte Público Press for
reprinting these reflections.

Emma Pérez
Tucson, Arizona
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